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TarGo® EF 

DIRECTIONS 
      

Before starting, read and understand the TarGo EF Material Safety Data Sheet. 
 

On the SPOTTING BOARD: Apply TarGo EF directly to stain.  Work in 
thoroughly until stain loosens.  Flush with wet steam, then dry with air 
gun.  Repeat if necessary. 
 

When drycleaning with HYDROCARBON or GREENEARTH:  Apply 
TarGo EF directly to stain.  Let it sit on the stain for up to 15 minutes, then 
dryclean. On more difficult stains, follow Spotting Board directions above. 
 

► TarGo EF is safe for use on most colors and fabrics.  Test on   
     hidden area of garment before using on delicate colors or fabrics. 

 
   

 
         

 
 
 
 

TarGo® EF 
      

TarGo® EF is tougher than ever on stains, yet as easy as 
ever on the environment.  And it now flushes freely in 
hydrocarbon or GreenEarth® solvent.   
 

TarGo EF, the best P.O.G. for alternative solvents, is now even better at removing 
oil-based stains.  You’ll see the difference on the toughest oxidized oils, greases, 
inks, etc. 
 

With hydrocarbon or GreenEarth, simply apply TarGo EF and toss it into the 
wheel for trouble-free flushing and easy stain removal.  TarGo EF can also be 
used most effectively on the spotting board in coordination with whatever system 
you’re using. 

 

TarGo EF contains no chlorinated solvents, so it’s virtually odor free, and it meets 
California’s tough V.O.C. and Prop 65 regulations. 

 

When drycleaning with Perc, use TarGo® Dry to remove oily stains.  For laundry 
or wetcleaning, use Laundry TarGo®.  
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TarGo® EF 

The Effective 
Environmentally Friendly  
Drycleaning P.O.G.    

A. L. WILSON CHEMICAL CO.   •   KEARNY, NJ 07032   •   ALWILSON.COM 
(800) 526-1188   •   (201) 997-3300   •   FAX: (201) 997-5122   •   HELP@ALWILSON.COM 

TarGo and the spot design are trademarks of A. L. Wilson Chemical Co.  
 GreenEarth is a trademark of GreenEarth Cleaning, LLC. 


